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The book Kulliyat e Azam Chishti Pdf is the best collection of Hamad, Naats, Rubayat, and Manqabat. This book earned
him the title of best Naat Khawan in Pakistan. This book contains poems, Kalam, and Naats which have amazing lyrics.

This will give an informative for the other crazy players. This hot app was released on More similar hot
applications can be found here too. Introduction and family Lineage: Huzoor Muhammad Baqi Billah Qudas
Sarrah Naqshbandiya Silsila e Tareeqat kay aik boht he azeem, buland paaya aur darakhshanda buzurg hain jin
kay dam kadam say Naqshbandiya silsila e tareeqat sub continent main pohncha. He belonged to a Turkish
family as his father was from a Turkish family tree which is known "Khilj". He was born on Hijri, as on eeswi
and this was also the very year in which his spiritual disciple Hazrat Mujadid Alf Sani R. A was born on. Ap
ko beginning say he hasool e taleem ka janoon tha. So hasool e ilam ki manzilain barri he taizi say taih kernay
lagay. But aik din aik majzoob nay following Persian Poetic piece perh ker apki duniya he badal di: Aik bay
karari the k chain na lainay daiti the. Kitnay hi buzurgon kay aastanon per haazri de. Aur kitni he basharton
say sarfaraz howay aur aaena e dil ko itni jila de keh haqeeqat ka sahih aqs is main nazar aanay laga. A aalam
e az khood raftagi main ap kay samanay aaye aur ap nay oon say faiz hasil kiya. Sufi dervaish Hazrat Khwaja
Amkangi R. A was met him in the dream and narrated: A ko dhoond ker Kharqa e Khilafat say nawaza aur
unhain salook ki manazil within two and half months main tay kerwa deen. Aur iski aitraaf Hazrat Ahmad
Sirhindi R. A nay khud kiya hai. After that Hazrat baqi Billah nay apnay mureedain aur ehl o ayyal ko ap kay
hawalay kiya aur Allah ka daaimi wisaal paa gaye. Ap ka wisal yani Hijri ko howa. It means he lead a life of
just 40 years. In this application, apki sawaneh hayat ko Urdu main likha gya hai aur apka kay kalaam ki
collection as it is Persian language main shamil ki gaye hai. Worry about downloading this app may cost you a
lot? This application was developed and being maintained carefully by a professional team which make sure it
in good quality. It is high time that we should click the download button.
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His ancestors were Kashmiri Brahmins of the Sapru clan and had converted to Islam around years ago in the
time of Bud Shah. Iqbal often mentioned and commemorated his Kashmiri lineage in his writings. Iqbal
expressed his feeling of pathos in a poetic form after her death. She died on 9 November in Sialkot. Who
would display restlessness if my letter fails to arrive? I will visit thy grave with this complaint: Who will now
think of me in midnight prayers? All thy life thy love served me with devotionâ€” When I became fit to serve
thee, thou hast departed. He learned the Arabic language from his teacher, Syed Mir Hassan , the head of the
madrasa and professor of Arabic at Scotch Mission College in Sialkot, where he matriculated in Jalaluddin
medal as he performed well in Arabic. His first marriage was held in , when he was 18 years old, his bride,was
Karim Bibi, was the daughter of physician Khan Bahadur Ata Muhammad Khan. Her sister was the mother of
director and music composer Khwaja Khurshid Anwar. Later Iqbal married Sardar Begum, and they became
the parents of a son, Javed Iqbal , who was to become a judge. In , Iqbal moved to Germany to pursue his
doctoral studies, and earned a Doctor of Philosophy degree from the Ludwig Maximilian University of
Munich in He preferred to write in this language because doing so made easier to express his thoughts. He
would write continuously in Persian throughout his life. This is evident from his poetry, in which apart from
independence ideologies, he also explores concepts of submission to Allah and following the path of Prophet
Muhammad. He worked there until he left for England in In , he returned from England and joined the same
college again as a professor of philosophy and English literature. Deeply grounded in religion since childhood,
Iqbal began concentrating intensely on the study of Islam, the culture and history of Islamic civilisation and its
political future, while embracing Rumi as "his guide". Iqbal denounced political divisions within and amongst
Muslim nations, and frequently alluded to and spoke in terms of the global Muslim community or the Ummah.
He used to appear before the Lahore High Court in both civil and criminal matters. There are more than
reported judgments to his name. Final years and death[ edit ] The tomb of Muhammad Iqbal at the entrance of
the Badshahi Mosque in Lahore In , after returning from a trip to Spain and Afghanistan, Iqbal suffered from a
mysterious throat illness. He also advocated for an independent Muslim state. Iqbal as a Barrister-at-Law Iqbal
ceased practising law in and was granted a pension by the Nawab of Bhopal. In his final years, he frequently
visited the Dargah of famous Sufi Ali Hujwiri in Lahore for spiritual guidance. After suffering for months
from his illness, Iqbal died in Lahore on 21 April A night view of the tomb Iqbal is commemorated widely in
Pakistan, where he is regarded as the ideological founder of the state. His Tarana-e-Hind is a song that is
widely used in India as a patriotic song speaking of communal harmony. His birthday is annually
commemorated in Pakistan as Iqbal Day. The government and public organisations have sponsored the
establishment of educational institutions, colleges and schools dedicated to Iqbal, and have established the
Iqbal Academy Pakistan to research, teach and preserve his works, literature and philosophy. Allama Iqbal
Stamps Society was established for the promotion of Iqbaliyat in philately and in other hobbies. Pakistan
Movement As Iqbal was interested in the national affairs since his youth and he had got considerable
recognition after his return in from England by Punjabi elite, he was closely associated with Mian Muhammad
Shafi. He was a critic of the mainstream Indian National Congress , which he regarded as dominated by
Hindus , and was disappointed with the League when during the s, it was absorbed in factional divides
between the pro-British group led by Sir Muhammad Shafi and the centrist group led by Jinnah. Iqbal third ,
Syed Zafarul Hasan sixth at Aligarh Muslim University In November , with the encouragement of friends and
supporters, Iqbal contested the election for a seat in the Punjab Legislative Assembly from the Muslim district
of Lahore, and defeated his opponent by a margin of 3, votes. Building a strong, personal correspondence with
Jinnah, Iqbal was an influential force in convincing Jinnah to end his self-imposed exile in London, return to
India and take charge of the League. Iqbal firmly believed that Jinnah was the only leader capable of drawing
Indian Muslims to the League and maintaining party unity before the British and the Congress: Some
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historians postulate that Jinnah always remained hopeful for an agreement with the Congress and never fully
desired the partition of India. Iqbal elucidated to Jinnah his vision of a separate Muslim state in a letter sent on
21 June Allama Iqbal in Allahabad with other Muslim leaders A separate federation of Muslim Provinces,
reformed on the lines I have suggested above, is the only course by which we can secure a peaceful India and
save Muslims from the domination of Non-Muslims. Why should not the Muslims of North-West India and
Bengal be considered as nations entitled to self-determination just as other nations in India and outside India
are. Nevertheless, Iqbal worked constantly to encourage Muslim leaders and masses to support Jinnah and the
League. Speaking about the political future of Muslims in India, Iqbal said: There is only one way out. They
should join the Muslim League. Indian question, as is now being solved, can be countered by our united front
against both the Hindus and the English. Without it, our demands are not going to be accepted. People say our
demands smack of communalism. This is sheer propaganda. These demands relate to the defense of our
national existence The united front can be formed under the leadership of the Muslim League. And the
Muslim League can succeed only on account of Jinnah. Now none but Jinnah is capable of leading the
Muslims. The lectures had been delivered at Madras , Hyderabad and Aligarh. In his travels to Egypt ,
Afghanistan , Iran and Turkey , he promoted ideas of greater Islamic political co-operation and unity, calling
for the shedding of nationalist differences. Ambedkar , Iqbal expressed his desire to see Indian provinces as
autonomous units under the direct control of the British government and with no central Indian government.
He envisaged autonomous Muslim provinces in India. Under a single Indian union he feared for Muslims, who
would suffer in many respects especially with regard to their existentially separate entity as Muslims. In his
presidential address on 29 December he outlined a vision of an independent state for Muslim-majority
provinces in north-western India: Self-government within the British Empire , or without the British Empire,
the formation of a consolidated Northwest Indian Muslim state appears to me to be the final destiny of the
Muslims, at least of Northwest India. He thus became the first politician to articulate what would become
known as the Two-nation theory â€”that Muslims are a distinct nation and thus deserve political independence
from other regions and communities of India. Even as he rejected secularism and nationalism he would not
elucidate or specify if his ideal Islamic state would construe a theocracy , and criticized the "intellectual
attitudes" of Islamic scholars Ulema as having "reduced the Law of Islam practically to the state of
immobility". He travelled across Europe and West Asia to garner political and financial support for the
League, he reiterated the ideas of his address, and, during the Third round-Table Conference, he opposed the
Congress and proposals for transfer of power without considerable autonomy or independence for Muslim
provinces. He would serve as president of the Punjab Muslim League, and would deliver speeches and publish
articles in an attempt to rally Muslims across India as a single political entity. Iqbal consistently criticised
feudal classes in Punjab as well as Muslim politicians averse to the League. Iqbal was the first patron of
Tolu-e-Islam , a historical, political, religious and cultural journal of the Muslims of British India. Niazi also
dedicated the first edition of this journal to Iqbal. For a long time, Iqbal wanted a journal to propagate his
ideas and the aims and objectives of the All India Muslim League. The journal played an important role in the
Pakistan movement.
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The book Kuliyaat e Azam Chishti Pdf is the collection of the poetry of Muhammad Azam Chishti. It contains many
Hamd, Naat, Qaseedas, Stanzas, and Salam. It also includes the Manaqib of the different personalities.
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The book Kulliyat e Iqbal Farsi Pdf is a collection of the Persian poetry by Allama Iqbal. The book includes the Urdu
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